
Interpreting This Study: This study uses an entirely quantitative technical ranking approach to analyzing the technical
performance of 22 select Emerging Market Country ETF’s. The excel spreadsheet on page 3 indicates the weekly change in the
Technical Ranking (TR) of each individual EM Country ETF separated into three geographical regions. The ranking or technical
scoring system uses multiple technical condition considerations that include trend, momentum, measurements of
accumulation/distribution and relative strength vs. the iShares MSCI Emerging Market Index ETF - EEM. The “TR” of each
individual ETF can range from 0 to 50. If an individual ETFs technical condition improves the “TR” rises and if the technical
condition deteriorates the “TR” falls. A Total ETF Ranking (“TER”) of each of the ETFs in the three separate geographical regions
is included as well as a summed total “TER” of all 22 is included. That “grand” total can range from 0 to 1100 and is overlaid on
the weekly line chart of the EEM on page that follows with an explanation of interpretation.
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This Week’s Total ETF Ranking, TER

Interpreting the Total ETF Ranking: The TER Indicator is a total of the 22 Emerging Market Country ETFs. Rankings and can be looked at as a
confirmation/divergence tool and as an overbought/oversold indicator. As a confirmation/divergence tool: If the broader Emerging Market as
measured by the iShares MSCI Emerging Market ETF – EEM continues to rally without a commensurate move in the TER the continuation of the rally is
in jeopardy and if the EEM establishes a lower low and there is little change and or an improvement in the TER a positive divergence is registered. As
an overbought/ oversold indicator: The closer the TER gets to the 1100 level (“things can’t get any better”) the more the chance of a pullback in the
EEM, conversely, the closer the TER gets to an extreme low (“things can’t get much worse”) an over sold rally will likely unfold.
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This week’s and 12 week trailing rankings of individual ETF’s and ETF total rankings
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Interpreting the level of and week over week change of individual ETF ranking: The primary take away from this spread sheet should be the trend in the
individual ETF ranking, either the continued improvement or deterioration, as well as a change in direction. Secondarily a very low ranking can signal an over
sold condition and conversely a very high number can be viewed as an overbought condition. With a warning, oversold conditions can continue and
overbought securities can easily become more overbought. For it to be actionable, a sustained trend change (over more than three weeks) needs to unfold.
This excel spread sheet also includes a 3-week average WoW percentage change for each of the three EM geographic regions for comparison purposes. The
trend in WoW change is the key take away.



Relative Performance of the 22 EM ETFs Since The January 26th High in EEM  
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Weekly ETF Absolute Price Change and Relative Change vs EEM
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Week Over Week Change in ETF Technical Ranking Sorted Best to Worst
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This and the Last Seven Week’s ETF Technical Highlights

Interpreting the Weekly ETF Technical Highlights: Each week the author subjectively picks ETFs of
technical note. Those with current or continued positive technical features that have been selected are
presented in green. Those ETFs that are accented in red currently or have continued negative technical
features. ETFs highlighted in blue are ETFs that are potentially transitioning from either a previous
positive to negative or negative to positive technical condition. The author stands ready to discuss the
technical tools and analytical methods used in determining which ETFs are featured in the Weekly ETF
Technical Highlights that are presented in the pages that follow and invites any feedback on the
construction and technical tools or methods used in the Weekly Emerging Markets Country ETF Studies.



This Week’s Emerging Market Country ETF Technical Highlight : EPHE
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The information provided herein represents the opinion of Marketfield and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a
guarantee of future results. This report is for informational purposes only, is not an offer to buy or sell any specific security, and is not
intended to provide specific investment advice because it does not take into account the differing needs of individual clients. This
report is based upon information that Marketfield Asset Management LLC believes to be reliable, but no representation is made by
Marketfield Asset Management LLC as to its completeness or accuracy. This report is not a complete analysis of every material fact
concerning any company, industry or security. Marketfield Asset Management LLC assumes that it will be read in conjunction with
any other available reports and data. Opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. No investor should rely on the
views, opinions or any suggestions contained herein. Investors are advised to consult with their own individual advisers on their
specific situation before taking any action based on any information contained in this report.
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